ALL AMERICAN CANAL LINING PROJECT
CM Status as of September 30, 2007
SUPPORT ITEMS FOR AACLP AS OF September 30, 2007

- **Safety**
  - 1 recordable accident
  - 0 lost time accidents

Occurred September 24, 2007 on Reaches 2/3 jobsite. ACJV worker injured finger which was caught between crane cable and block.

- **EMERGENCY**

Emergency Contact List is being revised on a monthly basis. Emergency plan for entire AACLP is being incorporated in the Parsons Site Specific Safety Plan.
Setting sheet pile along the template placed for horizontal alignment.

From Sta. 1560 facing upstream looking at center line
Slot #21 at Sta. 1591+50 facing south

Sta. 1386 facing down stream looking right of center.
STA. 1380 facing down stream looking right of center.

STA. 1362 facing down stream, facing right of center.
Driving Sheet Piles along AAC CL @ Sta. 1934+03. 750 LF.

Pre-wet. Upstream from Drop 2. Sta. 2183+00.
Sheet Pile returning to S. Embankment existing AAC @ Sta. 1934+00. 1425 LF.

Coffman’s on-site batch plant @ S. side HSMB.
Pre-wet sprinklers. Sta. 1969+00 to Sta. 1985+00.

Completed prism 1 ft. above grade. Downstream from Sta. 2008+00.
Flume Structure. Westerly Counterfort Walls Complete. Forms Mirrored to Easterly Walls.

Completed prism 1 ft. above grade. Upstream from Sta. 2008+00.
Accomplishments during this reporting period:

- Cultural Resource Mitigation Plan completed by IID being followed by contractors.
- Parsons increased AACLP Resources for QA/QC and Concrete Inspection.
- Parsons conducted Pay Application Audit.
- Parsons in discussions with Imperial County Air Pollution Control District (ICAPCD) on behalf of AACLP.
- Three Change Orders have been approved for KPC.
KPC began installation of dewatering wells. Six wells are in place.

Chain link fence is complete. The Cultural Resource Treatment Plan is currently 90% complete.

KPC has completed vegetation on Reach 1A. Reach 1B anticipates completion in February 2008.

Moisture content continues to be effective and meet requirements.

KPC installed kiosks in five different locations with multi-compartment pamphlet box. Pamphlets will be available in October 2007 for recreational purposes.

KPC has excavated 3,960,000 cubic yards to date.
ACJV

Summary as of September 30, 2007

- Pre-wet of Reach 2 81.5% complete.
- Dewatering Well Installation (Reach 2 & 3) 47% complete.
- 1425 LF of sheet pile placed @ Sta. 1934+00.
- Coffman mobilization 95% complete.
- Flume Footing, Bridge Walls and Counterforts complete.
- 890,510 cubic yards of excavation to date.
- 2,018 cubic yards of concrete poured to date.
- Installation of erosion control complete.
- Excavation of Reach 2 is 67.1% complete.
- OLS Inlet Structure Concrete Placement complete.
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